
HKAI LAB

HKAI Lab is a platform for bringing together academics, scientists, and entrepreneurs in AI who

are passionate about innovation and creating a better future. The Lab is focused on advancing

the frontiers of AI with cutting-edge technologies and expertise, and empowering startups to

develop and commercialize their new inventions. The Lab is dedicated to fostering a

community of dynamic talents that will help build a vibrant culture of entrepreneurship in

Hong Kong. We will run seminars, workshops and sharing sessions on AI to promote

awareness, understanding and opportunities.
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Hong Kong AI & Data Laboratory Limited (HKAI Lab),

fully funded by Alibaba Hong Kong Entrepreneurs

Fund and SenseTime, with support from Hong Kong

Science and Technology Parks Corporation (HKSTP),

Alibaba Cloud and Alibaba DAMO Academy, has

started operation since September 2018. This not-

for-profit initiative aims to nurture local artificial

intelligence and data talents, boost development of

technology in Hong Kong, and turn the city into a

global hub for innovation and creation.

COMMUNITY



HKAI LAB offers a six-month Accelerator Program that takes your startup to the next level.

We focus on empowering startups to develop and commercialize their AI inventions and
technologies and we run two accelerator cohorts every year.

HKAI Lab offers several key advantages to selected startups, including:
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For more information about HKAI Lab and the Accelerator Program, 

please visit  https://www.hongkongai.org/.
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